
Buying guide

VALLENTUNA
Seating serie

All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.my for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Design
Andreas Fredriksson
Eva Lilja Löwenhielm
Lisa Hilland

Parts
Seat module with storage
Sofa-bed module
Backrest 80×80
Armrest
Back cushion

Sofa-bed

Storage in  
selected modules

Endless combination 
possibilities

Built with pocket 
springs

Removable, 
washable covers

Choice of cover

Available in coated fabric

Read more in  
the guarantee brochure.

VALLENTUNA sofa series has all the functions you want, and all the 
flexibility you need. Use the modules by themselves, or combine as 
you like for a quick and easy sofa. Twist, turn and move. Make a new 
combination for a party, when you have overnight guests, or just need 
to change things up a little. A uniform look, or a different colour and 
style for each module? It’s all up to you!
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How to build

VALLENTUNA sofa series consists of free-standing modules that 
can be combined into any shape or size. This flexibility makes 
it easy to tailor a sofa for your own needs, home and lifestyle 
– and change it whenever you want. You can add functions 
like storage or beds, and choose covers to suit your style. The 

possibilities of creating a unique and personal combination are 
endless. One tip is to use our planning tool to explore possibili-
ties. You can find the tool at an IKEA store and at www.IKEA.my.



Combinations
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2-seat modular sofa with sofa-bed and storage.
Total price incl. cover
Hillared beige              793.901.57 RM3,755
Hillared dark grey          294.146.55 RM3,755
Kelinge anthracite          093.930.84 RM3,525
Kelinge rust                293.930.83 RM3,525

2-seat modular sofa with storage.
Total price incl. cover
Hillared beige              593.964.19 RM2,630
Hillared dark grey          693.956.93 RM2,630
Kelinge anthracite          993.964.22 RM2,410
Kelinge rust                893.964.27 RM2,410

2-seat modular sofa w 2 sofa-beds.
Total price incl. cover
Hillared beige              693.961.88 RM4,880
Hillared dark grey          593.959.57 RM4,880
Kelinge anthracite          693.961.93 RM4,640
Kelinge rust                493.962.07 RM4,640

Sofa-bed module with backrests. 
Total price incl. cover
Hillared beige              893.964.32 RM2,440
Hillared dark grey          593.957.02 RM2,440
Kelinge anthracite          793.964.37 RM2,320
Kelinge rust                593.964.43 RM2,320

On the following pages you can see some examples of how 
VALLENTUNA modular sofa can look, but you can create your 
very own sofa to suit you. 

For more colours, sizes and possible combinations have a look 
at page 6 to see all parts.

*Fixed cover in coated fabric



Combinations
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Modular corner sofa, 3-seat with storage.
Total price incl. cover
Hillared beige              793.963.62 RM5,980
Hillared dark grey          593.959.62 RM5,980
Kelinge anthracite          293.964.06 RM5,510
Kelinge rust                093.964.12 RM5,510

Modular corner sofa 3-seat+sofa-bed and storage.
Total price incl. cover
Hillared beige              593.962.21 RM6,685
Hillared dark grey          893.959.51 RM6,685
Kelinge anthracite          293.963.26 RM6,215
Kelinge rust                893.963.28 RM6,215

Modular corner sofa 3-seat+2 sofa-bed and storage.
Total price incl. cover
Hillared beige              893.968.56 RM5,775
Hillared dark grey          693.968.43 RM5,775
Kelinge anthracite          093.968.60 RM5,435
Kelinge rust                193.968.50 RM5,435

3-seat modular sofa with sofa-bed with storage.
Total price incl. cover
Hillared beige              393.967.12 RM5,250
Hillared dark grey          494.146.16 RM5,250
Kelinge anthracite          493.967.16 RM4,880
Kelinge rust                493.967.21 RM4,880

*Fixed cover in coated fabric
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VALLENTUNA sofa-bed module readily converts into a bed.

1 2 3 4

How to convert



All parts and prices
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. Leg height 4 cm.

Seat module with storage 80×80. Complete with cover. 
80×80×46 cm.
Hillared beige              193.966.85 RM895
Hillared dark grey          291.498.83 RM835
Kelinge anthracite          393.966.94 RM795
Kelinge rust                493.967.35 RM795

Murum* black 303.294.92 RM855

Murum* white 904.178.48 RM855

Extra cover.

Hillared beige              804.874.03 RM240
Hillared dark grey          403.295.09 RM180
Kelinge anthracite          404.876.93 RM140
Kelinge rust                604.877.29 RM140

Sofa-bed module 100×80. Complete with cover. 
100×80×46 cm. Bed width and length 80×200 cm.
Hillared beige              493.966.79 RM1,600
Hillared dark grey          794.146.53 RM1,600
Kelinge anthracite          293.966.99 RM1,500
Kelinge rust                393.967.31 RM1,500

Murum* black 705.012.54 RM1,650

Murum* white 505.012.74 RM1,650

Extra cover.

Hillared beige              904.874.07 RM350
Hillared dark grey          904.998.20 RM350
Kelinge anthracite          304.877.16 RM250
Kelinge rust                204.877.45 RM250

Armrest. Complete with cover. 80×13×64 cm.

Hillared beige              293.900.13 RM300
Hillared dark grey          891.498.04 RM300
Kelinge anthracite          093.931.21 RM280
Kelinge rust                393.931.10 RM280

Murum* black 203.294.64 RM280

Murum* white 404.174.69 RM280

Extra cover.

Hillared beige              204.873.83 RM100
Hillared dark grey          403.294.96 RM100
Kelinge anthracite          104.877.03 RM80
Kelinge rust                804.877.33 RM80

Backrest 80×80. Complete with cover. 
80×13×84 cm. May be completed with a cushion per back-
rest, for even more comfortable seating.
Hillared beige              493.908.99 RM300
Hillared dark grey          491.498.20 RM300
Kelinge anthracite          993.931.45 RM300
Kelinge rust                893.931.41 RM300

Murum* black 803.294.80 RM350

Murum* white 204.176.96 RM350

Extra cover.

Hillared beige              004.873.98 RM100
Hillared dark grey          603.295.13 RM100
Kelinge anthracite          404.877.11 RM100
Kelinge rust                104.877.41 RM100

Back cushion. Complete with cover. 85×50 cm.

Hillared beige              893.900.34 RM120
Hillared dark grey          991.498.08 RM120
Kelinge anthracite          993.931.26 RM110
Kelinge rust                293.931.15 RM110

Murum* black 303.294.68 RM180

Murum* white 904.176.69 RM180

Extra cover.

Hillared beige              304.873.87 RM60
Hillared dark grey          703.295.17 RM60
Kelinge anthracite          004.876.90 RM50
Kelinge rust                304.877.21 RM50
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*Fixed cover in coated fabric



Good to know

Coated fabric
Coated fabric is a fabric material with a coating, which can be 
embossed to look like leather. It’s a strong and durable material 
and very easy to care for – just vacuum the surface using the 
soft brush attachment on your vacuum
cleaner and wipe with a damp cloth.

All our different coated fabrics have been treated to protect 
them and make them easy for you to look after. All have also 
been tested and approved for tear strength, flexibility and 
colour fastness, so you can be sure you will enjoy your new sofa 
for many years to come.
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Care instructions

Resistance  
to abrasion  
(cycles)

Light-
fastness 
(1-8)

Murum: 100% polyester base, 100% polyurethane surface. A fixed coated fabric cover with a characteristic 
surface depth, matte and with a stable hand feel.

Vacuum clean. Light stains can 
be removed with a sponge 
damped in water or a mild 
soapy solution.

50,000 5
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Washing instructions

Resistance 
to abrasion 
(cycles)

Light-
fastness 
(1-8)

Hillared: 55% cotton, 25% polyester, 12% viscose/rayon, 8% linen. Structured surface created by irregular yarns 
and material blends. Yarn dyed in tonal shades with a natural and stable hand feel.

Machine washable at 40°C. 30,000 5

Kelinge: 100 % polyester (100% recycled). Soft corduroy surface with a slight lustre. The thickness of the cordu-
roy gives a comfortable feeling. 

Machine washable at 40°C. 50,000 5

Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs 
so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability to resist 
abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against another 
fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric that can take 15,000 
cycles is suitable for furniture that must withstand everyday life 
at home – and if it can take more than 30,000 cycles, it is very 
resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive to sunlight, which 
is why we also check that our fabrics resist fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our 
fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. Durability also 
depends on materials, construction and manner of use. Heavy, 
tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to 
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic fibres 
can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural 
fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with 
printed patterns. And a dirty cover wears out faster than a clean 
one. The fabric is also affected by how you use your sofa of 
course.
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